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§ 1. INTRODUCTION
Tensor products of (abelian) groups are well known. In two papers
([5] and [6]) which appeared in 1969, P. A. GRILLET defined tensor
products of semi-groups and investigated their properties. It still remained
to define tensor products of algebraic systems such as groupoids, quasi-
groups, loops, monoids, etc., in order to study the properties of the tensor
product in each specific case. Our aim was to do this in the context of
general categories. Although various other definitions of tensor products
in general categories have already been given (cf. [7], [8] and [9]), we
wanted to define a tensor product in such a way that it is directly and
specifically applicable to all the above mentioned algebraic systems. The
main difference between the present and previous definitions is therefore
that we base our work on the multiplicative structures in general categories,
as studied by Eckmann and Hilton (cf. [1], [2] and [3]).
Clearly, each of the above mentioned algebraic systems is basically a
set, equipped with a binary composition which satisfies certain axioms,
and every homomorphism of two of these systems (of the same type)
is basically a function having an additional property. This led us to make
use of primitive categories which were introduced in [3].
Since our work is based to a great extent on [1] and [3], we will permit
ourselves to make use freely of the notation and results of these papers.
In [1] ECKMANN and HILTON generalized the group axioms to a general
D-category <fI (i.e. <fI has finite direct products and zero maps). By a
U-object in <fIwe will mean a pair (A, a), A an object of<fl anda: A x A --+ A
a map of <fI, which satisfies any particular combination of the generalized
group axioms. A homomorphism or primitive map f: (A, a) --+ (B, b), (A, a)
and (B, b) U-objects, is a map f: A --+ B of <fI such that fa=b(fxf). We
will denote the complete U -primitive category over any D-category <fI
by <fI(U), i.e. <fI(U) is the category having as objects all U-objects in t:t'
and as maps all homomorphisms of U-objects in <fl.
In this paper we will not give details of the proofs of theorems. They
are based on the results of [1] and [3] and will be given in detail in a
doctoral thesis of the second author. The contents of this paper are
briefly as follows: Let <fI and <fI( U) be categories as explained above. In
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section 2 we define biadditive maps of f'fj' in such a way that it is a natural
generalization of the usual concept of biadditivity. (Biadditive maps in
f'fj' can be extended to 'balanced' maps in order to define tensor products
of module objects, but we prefer not to discuss it here). This enables us
to define tensor products of objects of f'fj'( V) by a universal mapping
property of biadditive maps of f'fj'. Uniqueness follows from the fact that
it is defined as the solution of a universal problem. An existence theorem
could only he proved under additional assumptions.
In section 3 we investigate whether our tensor product satisfies the well
known properties of tensor products. The functorial nature and commu-
tativity are proved without making additional assumptions. Associativity
could, however, not be proved. We established biadditivity for tensor
products in f'fj'(V'), where a V'-object is either an ACH-object (i.e, a U-
object satisfying the generalized associativity-, commutativity- and 'unit'
axioms) or a CO-object (i.e. a V-object satisfying all the generalized group
axioms, including commutativity). Right exactness could only be proved
under several additional assumptions. In section 4 we discuss a few
examples.
§ 2. TENSOR PRODUCTS IN PRIMITIVE CATEGORIES
Unless otherwise stated, f'fj' will denote any D-category and r:t'(U) the
complete U-primitive category over f'fj'.
We define biadditive maps of f'fj' as follows:
2.1 Definition. Let (A, a), (B, b) and (C, c) be U-objects of f'fj'. A
map I: A x B ----i>- C of f'fj' is called biadditive (with respect to a, b and c)
if the diagram
(AxA)xB~AxB~C
1p1 II
(A x B) x (A x B)~~ C x C ---"-----.. C
~ r II
A x (BxB)~A xB--'----+C
commutes, i.e. if both I(a x 1)=c(f x f)1p and 1(1 x b)=c(f x f)~ hold, where
"P and ~ are maps of f'fj', defined by
"P = {{PiPi, P2}, {P2Pi, P2}}, ~ = {{Pi, PiP2}, {Pl, P2P2}},
where Pi and P2 denote first and second projections of direct products
respectively .
The above definition of biadditive maps of f'fj' is a natural generalization
of the usual idea of biadditivity. To see this, let A, Band C be based
sets with binary compositions a, band c respectively. If one applies both
sides of I(a x 1)=c(f x f)"P to ((x, x'), y) E (A x A) x B, one obtains
I(a(x, x'), y) = c(f x I)((x, y), (x', y)) = c(f(x, y), I(x', y)),
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and if one writes + for both a and c, this becomes
j(x+x', y)=j(x, y)+j(x', y).
Similarly, application of 1(1 x b) = c(f x I)~ to (x, (y, y'» E A x (B x B),
yields j(x, y +y') = I(x, y) +I(x, y').
We can now define tensor products of two U-objects, i.e. of two objects
of «i( U), as follows:
2.2 Definition. A tensor product of two objects (A, a) and (B, b)
of «i( U) is a triple (T, t; T), where (T , t) is an object of '??( U) and
T: A x B --+ T a biadditive map (with respect to a, band t) of '??, such
that for every object (0, c) of '??( U) and every biadditive map I:A x B --+ 0
of '??( U) there exists precisely one map f' : (T, t) --+ (0 , c) of '??( U) such
that j = f'T in '??
We call T a tensor map. If no confusion is possible we will sometimes
omit maps and call T a tensor product of A and B. It is easy to prove
2.3 Theorem. If (TI, t1; T1) and (T2, t2; T2) are two tensor products
of (A , a) and (B, b) of '??(Q), then there exists precisely one isomorphism (J:
(TI, tI) --+ (T2,~) of '??( U) such that (}T1 = T2 in '??
We will call () a canonical isomorphism of tensor products. In view of
2.3 we write T=A ® B for an arbitrary representative of the class of
canonically isomorphic tensor products of A and B.
In order to prove an existence theorem we have to assume that
(i) «i is a D-category with kernels,
(ii) rt'( U) is an exact category, i.e. '??( U) satisfies: (a) Every map of '??( U)
has a kernel and a cokernel , (b) If iX is a monomorphism and fJ an
epimorphism, then iX EKeI' fJ <0> fJ E Coker iX, (c) Every map 1of '??( U)
has a canonical factorization / =;'T, where;' is a monomorphism and
T an epimorphism in '??(U),
(iii) all epimorphisms in «i( U) are strong, i.e. for every epimorphism j
in «i( U) there exists a map g of '?? such that V(f)g = I, where
V: '??(U) --+ '?? denotes the forgetful fun ctor,
(iv) the forgetful functor preserves kernels, i.e. / EKeI' g in '??( U) implies
V(f) EKeI' V(g) in «i,
(v) any family of subobjects of an object of '??( U) has an infimum (inter-
section).
Under these assumptions we were able to prove
2.4 Theorem. If the forgetful functor V: «i(U) --+ '?? has a left ad-
joint, then any two objects of '??( U) have a tensor product.
In [4] A. FREI defined free objects in general categories. By assuming
that the forgetful functor has a left adjoint, the existence of free objects
in '??( U) is assured. In the proof of 2.4 free objects playa role similar to
that usually played by free (abelian) groups.
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§ 3. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE TENSOR PRODUCT
Let ~ again denote any D-category and ~(U) the complete U-primitive
category over ~. The following theorem gives rise to the functorial nature
of our tensor product.
3.1 Theorem. Let (A, a), (B, b), (C, e) and (D, d) be objects of ~(U)
with tensor products (A ~ B, m; ri) and (C 0 D, n; rs). For every pair
of maps I: (A, a) --+ (C, e), g: (B, b) --+ (D, d) of~(U) there exists precisely
one map h: (A 0 B, m) --+ (C 0 D, n) of ~(U) such that hil = Tz(f x g) in re.
We write h=1 0 g.
3.2 Corollary. If every two objects of ~(U) have a tensor product
and if we define T: ~(U) x ~(U) -+ ~(U) by T(A, B) = A 0 B for all ob-
jects A, B of ~(U) and T(f, g) - 10 g for all maps I, g of ~(U), then T
is a bifunctor, covariant in both variables.
The commutativity of our tensor product is given by
3.3 Theorem. For any objects (A, a) and (B, b) of~(U) with tensor
products (A 0 B, m; TI) and (B ~ A, n; Tz), there exists a canonical
isomorphism k: (A 0 B, m) --+ (B ~ A, n) in ~(U).
Biadditivity of our tensor product is given by
3.4 Theorem. Let a U'-object be either an ACH- or CG-object
(cf. [1]). For arbitrary objects (A, a), (B, b), (C, e) and (D, d) of ~(U'),
with tensor products (A 0 B, m; 1(1) and (C ~ D, n; iZ), and for arbitrary
maps I, h, Iz: (A, a) --+ (C, e), g, gI, gz: (B, b) --+ (D, d) of ~(U'), it holds
that
(It +Iz) ~ g= It 0 g+Iz (;3) g, I 0 (gi +gz)= I 0 gl + I 0 gz,
where t- denotes the induced composition defined by [1], 4.2.
In order to prove right exactness of our tensor product, we have to
assume that
(i) ~ is any D-category with kernels,
(ii) rt'(CG) is an abelian category,
(iii) all epimorphisms in rt'(CG) are strong,
(iv] the forgetful functor V: ~(CG) --+~ preserves kernels.
Under these assumptions we could prove
3.5 Theorem. Suppose every two objects of re(CG) have a tensor
product. Let (A, a), (B, b) and (0, e) be objects of ~(CG) and I: (A, a) --+
--+ (B, b), g: (B, b) --+ (C, c) be maps of ~(CG). If the sequence
(A, a) ---.!...... (B, b)-~ (C, c) --+ 0
is exact in ~(QQ) and if (M, m) is any object of ~(CG), then the sequence
(A 0 M, mI)-~ (B (;3) M, mz) .~ (C 0 M, m3) --+ 0
is also exact in ~(CG), where mI, mz and m3 are CG-structures of tensor
products as indicated.
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§ 4. EXAMPLES
Tensor products of (abelian) groups and (commutative) semigroups (cf.
[5] and [6]) are well known. The existence of tensor products of algebraic
systems such as quasi-groups, loops, monoids, etc., as well as some of
their important properties, follow directly from our work above. We have
dealt with all these systems at the same time.
As an application of our work, we put C(j' = Yo, the category of based
sets and base point preserving functions. Clearly, a lJ-object in yo is a
based set with a base point preserving binary multiplication which satisfies
any particular combination of the group axioms. For example, 'based'
groupoids, 'based' semi-groups, quasi-groups, loops, monoids, groups, etc.,
are U-objects in yo. Since we defined and studied the tensor product in
the context of primitive categories, our results are directly applicable to
the categories: quasi-groups and quasi-group homomorphisms, loops and
loop homomorphisms, monoids and monoid homomorphisms, groups and
group homomorphisms, etc., everyone of which is a complete lJ-primitive
category over yo.
Now, it is easily verified that yo and yo(U) satisfy all the assumptions
preceding the existence theorem 2.4. Furthermore, the functor F: yo -+
-+ yo(U) which assigns to every based set S the free U-object generated
by S - {so}, So the base point of S, is left adjoint to the forgetful functor
V: yo(U) -+ yo (cf. [4], 4.1). Hence tensor products of based groupoids,
based semigroups, quasi-groups, monoids, loops, groups, etc. may be con-
structed as we have done in 2.4. By 3.1 all these tensor products may be
considered as covariant bifunctors.
Some of the important properties of the tensor products of the above-
mentioned systems follow directly from the results of Section 3. For
example, we may draw up the table
Properties of tensor products
Quasi-groups . . . . .
Monoids .
Commutative monoids .
Loops .
Groups .
Abelian groups
Commut.at.ivity
I
-j
f-
I
I
-+-
Biaddi-
tivity
+
+
Right
exactness
+
The properties not marked by + are valid probably only under ad-
ditional assumptions.
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